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 HOME PREP CHECKLIST

 p Pack all unnecessary items. Keep out only a 

7 day supply of food and clothing.

 p Follow the 90% rule, 90% empty of your 

stuff before selling including furniture, art, 

decorations.

 p Remove all personally identifying information 

from the home for security reasons.

 p Remove all personal pictures and artwork. 

Remember, someone else needs to be able 

to picture themselves living in the house. 

 p Fix all minor problems including doors 

that don’t open or close correctly, drywall 

repairs, plumbing repairs, anything that looks 

old, simple problems that will show up on 

inspections.

 p Make sure all lights/fans are working and 

are the same color. Gather fan remotes and 

mount them on the walls if possible.

 p Remove unnecessary/unused items such as 

old satellite dishes.

 p Severely trim all plants unless they have been 

professionally landscaped for a long time. Cut 

down/ remove all dead trees/ bushes.

 p If the paint is over 5 years old, inside or 

outside, it needs at the minimum a touch 

up. If over 10 years it needs a repaint. 

 p Get rid of bright colors, dark colors, or bold 

colors. People can picture what a neutral room 

can be with their chosen color, but they cannot 

imagine what it would look like in neutral 

colors if you have chosen bright/ dark colors.  

*Studies show that color is the single most 

important factor in buyer’s minds!

 p Caulk all tubs, toilets, sinks, baseboards, or 

anything else that looks dingy

 p Clean every single surface in the entire 

house including:

 p Ceiling fans  p  Light kits/ bulbs

 p Air Registers  p  Windows 

 p Blinds/ Shutters p  Walls

 p Baseboards  p  Doors 

 p Carpet/ Tile   p  Appliances

 p Cabinets  p  Sinks

 p Showers/ Tubs p  Toilets

 p Mirrors

Hint: Just start at the top of every 
room and wash every single surface 
in every room from top to bottom. 
Don’t skip around rooms.*
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Home Improvement Suggestions:

Remember, our goal is not really to upgrade the home in most situations, our goal is to 
make the home acceptable to a large percentage of buyers!*


